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basic issue in this lawsuit is whether the unit price paid for a product is measured at the time the
product is delivered, or at the time of the sale. The trial court held the unit price should be measured
at the time of the sale. This determination, says the appellant, is erroneous because: 1) the measure
of damages sought by the plaintiff is the difference in the contract price of the product and the cost

of the product to plaintiff, 2) the measure of damages does not allow any credit for an unpaid
balance of the contract price of the product, 3) the cost of the product to the plaintiff includes a cost

for ancillary services, and 4) the measure of damages is not a reasonable measure of damages
under the circumstances. Mr. Lawson, acting on behalf of Moore Brothers, accepted the assignment
of the contract from the owner. Pursuant to the assignment, Moore Brothers took over the obligation
to deliver materials for the landscaping project. Lawson did not place any value on the plant material

when it accepted the assignment. When the owner accepted the assignment and accepted the
product from Moore Brothers, the owner, in effect, purchased the product at its contract price. The
owner did not pay the value placed on the product by Moore Brothers, but rather paid the contract

price for the product. Under the terms of the assignment, Moore Brothers had the obligation to
deliver the product according to the terms of the contract, that is, at a reasonable cost to the owner.
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